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A ShopNBC Profile  
 
 
ShopNBC pulls in an annual sales-per-household figure of about $12 on average.  Morgan Stanley splits the 
ShopNBC dollars per household figure to $17.00 per cable household and $8.00 per satellite household… 
(which average out to the $12 per household figure.)   
 
ShopNBC is the competitor nearest in size to Shop At Home.  In fact, FTE carriage numbers reported by 
ShopNBC and Shop At Home are virtually identical.  And by a measure of total net households, Shop At Home 
actually exceeds ShopNBC.  This begs the question -- How does ShopNBC manage to generate $12 in annual 
sales per household, while Shop At Home generates $6 per household?  How does a network of similar size 
become twice as productive as we are?   
 
We know from ShopNBC public documents that the Jewelry category has grown to occupy 75% of that 
network’s business. 
 
So…does ShopNBC’s lopsided jewelry-dominant merchandise mix explain their superior dollars-per-household 
performance?  Are their jewelry selections better than ours?  Is their price and payment structure better?  Is 
their on-air jewelry presentation superior to ours? 
 
The above questions imply that we might consider becoming more imitative of ShopNBC in order to increase 
our dollars per household.  However, before we try to emulate ShopNBC, we should take another look at 
where that network sits in the overall TV retailing picture. 
 
ShopNBC’s $12-per-household productivity is impressive when compared to our $6-per-household sales 
productivity.  Yet, ShopNBC is dwarfed by HSN’s $21-per-household, and QVC’s $43-per-household 
productivity. 
 
It is easy to dismiss HSN’s and QVC’s success by simply saying, “Oh, of course their sales would be fantastic.  
They have a fantastic carriage size.”   However, we are not talking about total sales figures.  We are talking 
about dollars-per-household, which is an apples-to-apples productivity comparison.  Dollars-per-household 
factors out overall carriage size and only measures what you do with what you’ve got…what you earn with the 
carriage you have. 
 
While it is valid to look for the reasons why ShopNBC gets more productivity out of their carriage than we do, 
we should keep in mind that QVC and HSN are the clear leaders to follow.  In many ways, ShopNBC is off in 
left field, all by itself…radically different from all other shopping channels.   
 
Therefore, since HSN and QVC are our best examples of productivity, we should try to determine the 
single most significant practice that ShopNBC shares in common with these other two competitors.  
Whatever factor that may be, it is the one likely responsible for ShopNBC’s superior performance, 
relative to our own. 
 
ShopNBC’s relative size in comparison to HSN and QVC was graphically depicted in a pie chart they used in a 
recent industry conference presentation.  In their presentation, ShopNBC focused on the strength and size of 
home shopping in general, which grew overall to generate $5.7 billion in sales last year, and has demonstrated 
relative immunity to the economic downturn that has hurt other retail sectors.   
 



With an emphasis on their potential, ShopNBC displayed their small 8.1% slice of the $5.7 billion home 
shopping industry. 

 
 

(Note that ShopNBC did not name Shop At Home, but simply placed us in the 3.2% category labeled “Other”.) 

 
When you view the overall picture, this graphic makes your understanding clearer…that among our 
competitors, we find two giants, and one Lilliputian.  The formulas for dollars-per-household productivity 
developed by QVC and HSN are far superior to the productivity formula currently embraced by ShopNBC.  We 
should not forget that while evaluating ShopNBC. 
 

In separate sub-topics, we will examine – 
 

    The ShopNBC Merchandise Mix 
 

    The Benefits of the NBC Relationship 
 

    Summer Success and Failure at ShopNBC 
 

    ShopNBC Jewelry Selections 
 

    ShopNBC Pricing and ValuePay Usage 
 

    ShopNBC On-Air Presentation 
 

    ShopNBC Partnerships and Airtime Sales 
 

    The ShopNBC Web Site 
 

    A ShopNBC Carriage Profile 
 

    Summary and Conclusions 
 
 

While we will primarily look at factual information, such as carriage stats and product pricing, some analysis will 
also become necessary as we ask the question – “Which of ShopNBC practices are responsible for a dollars 
per household performance that is twice ours?”   Separating those ShopNBC characteristics that are significant 
to our performance disparity vs. those that are insignificant will require some judgments based on our 
observations.  In other words, some opinions must necessarily be offered. 
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The ShopNBC Merchandise Mix  
 
 
Throughout last year, in press releases, public documents, and their annual report, ShopNBC execs repeatedly 
pointed out their intent to diversify their overall category mix, with more emphasis on Clothing, Home Décor, 
and Kitchen shows. 
 
However, instead of moving toward the product diversity they promised last year, ShopNBC has in fact 
become more dependent on the Jewelry category.   
 
In fiscal year 2001, the Jewelry category held a 66% share of the ShopNBC mix.  In the first quarter of 
2002 Jewelry grew to occupy 71% of the pie.  In the second quarter of this year, the Jewelry share rose 
to 75%.    
 
These numbers, provided by ShopNBC in their most recent conference presentation, are represented in the 
pie charts below.  Note that the reduction in emphasis on Jewelry announced last year has instead turned into 
an increase.   
 
Also note that this increased dependence on Jewelry has come largely at the expense of the Electronics 
category, which shrank from 25% last year, down to 16% this year. 
 

    
 
 
 
In contrast, HSN derives 24% of their revenues from Jewelry.   
 
The Jewelry category comprises 32% of the QVC pie. 
 



 

In contrast, a pie chart depicting the broadcast hours mix of QVC by product category is shown below.   
 
The QVC merchandise mix is the current gold standard for the home shopping industry.  With this merchandise 
mix, QVC manages to take in $50 per household.   
 
 

 
 
 
As we ask ourselves, “Which network do we want to emulate?” we should keep in mind that – 
 

With the above product mix, QVC has captured 59.5% of the home shopping market 
while ShopNBC only holds 8.1%. 

 
With the above product mix, QVC has managed to earn $50-per-household 

while ShopNBC earns only $12-per-household. 
 
Although ShopNBC’s dollars-per-household performance is twice that of Shop At Home, QVC’s per household 
sales are more than six times ours.  Therefore, QVC…not ShopNBC should serve as our model. 
 
ShopNBC has managed to achieve $12-per-household sales, not because of their lopsided dependence on 
Jewelry, but in spite of it.  
 
Because ShopNBC’s merchandise mix is so radically different from the two leaders in our industry, and 
because ShopNBC’s performance is so poor in comparison to them, the ShopNBC product mix is not the likely 
factor responsible for ShopNBC’s advantage over Shop At Home in dollars-per-household.   



_________________________________________________ 
 
Why has ShopNBC retreated from product diversity? 
 

• One reason is margin.  According to a Morgan Stanley analysis, PCs offered by ShopNBC (their 2nd 
largest category) carry a 20-24% margin, while Jewelry at ShopNBC carries a 40-45% margin. 

   

• Another reason is that new product categories take a while to become profitable.  If a network makes a 
significantly measurable increase of broadcast airtime investment in a new category, the network’s 
management and shareholders must be prepared to lose money because of that new category. 

 

Quoting the Morgan Stanley analysis – “Introducing new products has traditionally caused 
temporary sales growth deviations at all of the home shopping networks.  However, the history 
of QVC and HSN demonstrates that in the long-term, diversification leads to more stable 
revenue growth.”  In other words, you have to lose money on a new category for a while, in order to 
make more money later.   
 

We have seen incredible totals from QVC and HSN as they sell steam cleaners, oriental-style rugs, 
kitchen appliances, cookware, and casual clothing.  However, these successes required an investment 
made years ago in unprofitable broadcast hours for these category introductions.   
 

When Kitchen shows were first introduced on QVC, those shows were likely unprofitable.  However, 
QVC management did not lose their nerve and retreat after a few weeks.  QVC pressed on until their 
kitchen audience found them, and took QVC seriously as a reliable source for kitchen products.  
 

When clothing was first introduced on HSN, those fashion shows probably didn’t produce even a 
fraction of the dollars per hour that HSN enjoyed in other categories.  However, HSN did not give up 
and retreat.  
 

ShopNBC retreated.   
 

After building up expectations of stellar performance as a result of the 2001 re-branding of ValueVision as 
ShopNBC, their 3rd Quarter earnings report that followed in that year was disappointing.  The post-mortem 
from Morgan Stanley explained ShopNBC’s poor performance relative to the success enjoyed by QVC and 
HSN during the same period  –  
 

“ShopNBC is significantly more economically sensitive than its competitors.  We believe this is primarily 
due to the fact that ShopNBC sells higher price point merchandise ($150--$200 versus $50--$100 for 
QVC and HSN) and is more heavily weighted toward jewelry, which is more economically sensitive than 
other home shopping product lines, such as home goods and apparel.”       

 

ShopNBC’s dependence on Jewelry could be thought of as an addiction. In a sense, their addiction to ultra-
high-ticket Jewelry reminds us of our addiction in years past to ultra-high-ticket sports cards.  While we want to 
nurture and develop the profitability of our Jewelry category, we would not want to trade an old addiction for a 
new one.  
 

Introducing and building a new category requires an investment of more than just a token handful of 
unprofitable hours.  A new category requires a significant broadcast investment that will virtually guarantee a 
poorly performing quarter…in exchange for future quarters that are fueled by a new product category profit 
center.  If a network’s  management and stockholders understand and prepare for that short-term pain, they 
can later enjoy the long-term gain.  
 

It is likely that fear of their own stockholders motivated ShopNBC management to back away from aggressive 
airtime investment in new category introductions, retreating to an even greater dependence on Jewelry. 
 

Ironically, their broken promise to diversify, and their increased emphasis on Jewelry is one likely contributing 
factor to the slide in ShopNBC’s stock price since July of this year. 
 

As we seek to discover the reason for ShopNBC’s dollar-per-household superiority to Shop At Home, it 
appears that their jewelry-dominated merchandising mix is not a key to our success. 
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The Benefits of NBC Affiliation  
 
Can ShopNBC’s relative success in comparison to Shop At Home be attributed to their relationship with NBC? 
 
Yes…and no.  While the NBC partnership has brought some benefits to ShopNBC, those benefits have not 
measured up to the hype ValueVision touted for the relationship last year.   
 
A failure to live up to excessive promises and expectations of sales windfalls from the NBC partnership is 
another likely contributor to the post-June 2002 ValueVision Media stock decline.   
 
 

   NBC Merchandise                      
 
 

 
In a published statement coinciding with the 1-year ShopNBC re-branding anniversary, ValueVision CEO Gene 
McCaffrey wrote – “Our evolving merchandise and marketing relationship with NBC will continue to provide 
unique commerce initiatives that will benefit both companies.” 
 
This begs the question – What retail merchandise does NBC bring to ShopNBC that was previously 
unavailable to ValueVision?  
 
 

• NBC Show Theme Merchandise 
 
Due to their relationship, ShopNBC.com now sells NBC show logo items and NBC show videos. 
 

     
 
 
 
Although NBC provides a small “NBC Store” link at the bottom of their web site, we have thus far seen 
little evidence that NBC is willing to give up precious commercial airtime to promote these or any 
other ShopNBC products.   
 
In fact, we have seen only two examples in which ShopNBC has mentioned sales numbers for a 
specific piece of NBC merchandise.   
 
 



 
During NBC’s coverage of the Winter Olympics, NBC devoted 10 seconds to displaying a souvenir 
Olympic beret, and referred viewers to ShopNBC.com to buy.  From that 10-second promo, the web 
site sold 78,000 berets. 

                                    
 

Those berets, priced at $24 each, brought in $1,872,000 to ShopNBC.   
 
You may have also seen the NBC mini-series “Uprising”, which portrayed the World War II Polish revolt 
against the Nazis in the Jewish ghetto of Warsaw.  Due to a 10-second promo at the end of the series, 
ShopNBC.com boasted selling 4,500 Uprising videos at $19.98 each for a total of $89,910.   
 

 
 
 
All that sounds impressive in a ShopNBC press release and annual report.   
 
However, considering ShopNBC’s average margin of 40%, the net sales revenue for the berets is 
reduced to $748,800.  ShopNBC’s margin on the Uprising video would only come to around $35,900.  
And of course, overhead expenses eat up the vast majority of those margins, leaving only a sliver of 
profit. 
 
One of those expenses is advertising, which does not come cheap on NBC.   
 
For example, during the Olympics, NBC charged about $600,000 on average for their 30-second spots.   
 
And, according to Advertising Age, there were complaints from many media buyers that NBC often 
required them to buy commercial spots within other NBC shows as well, in order to get Olympic time 
slot placement, as a “package deal.”  A conservative estimate of the price of a 10-second spot would 
fall around $300,000.00 (which would make the aforementioned Olympic beret example, a money 
loser.)  
 
The bottom line? -- In most cases, NBC national advertising is too expensive for ShopNBC to buy, and 
too valuable for NBC to give away.   
 
Ironically, ShopNBC will have to grow without the help of NBC broadcast advertising before it can afford 
to buy NBC broadcast advertising. 



• The Miss Universe Pageant 
 

NBC entered a 5-year agreement with Donald Trump to broadcast the Miss Universe and Miss USA 
pageants.   
 

So, in press releases, Shop NBC glowed about “the opportunity to sell pageant-related merchandise on 
ShopNBC”.   
 

(Readers might ask -- “What exactly is pageant-related merchandise??” and might question the 
microscopic extent to which this relationship would impact ShopNBC’s sales revenues.) 

 
 

• Soap Style 
 

Similar to HSN’s “Shop the Soaps” introduced last year, ShopNBC’s “Soap Style” offers jewelry and 
apparel worn by daytime NBC soap opera stars on “Days of Our Lives” and “Passions”  (most priced 
from $299.00  to $1,299.00).   
 

 
 

        
 

Soap Style airs every other Saturday afternoon, and includes NBC show clips of the scenes in which 
the jewelry pieces were seen, as well as offering the occasional appearance of a soap star in the 
ShopNBC studio.   

 
(HSN’s “Shop the Soaps” is tied to jewelry worn on daytime dramas that air on ABC…in contrast, most 
pieces priced under $50.) 

 
 
 



Scripps and Shop At Home – A Better Partnership 
 
 

While cooperative merchandising opportunities between NBC and ShopNBC may seem small and 
inconsequential, the cooperative opportunities between Shop At Home and other Scripps divisions are clearer 
and more impactful.   
 
The categories of Housewares and Kitchen products are already proven profit centers on QVC and HSN. 
These categories would be the most obvious starting points for establishing a retail profit center for Scripps, 
using synergies with The Food Network and HGTV. 
 
The extent to which our linkages with HGTV, The Food Network, and Fine Living are profitable for all 
parties will be the extent to which they are willing to show what we sell, and the extent to which we are 
willing to sell what they show.      
 
 
 

   Benefi ts of  NBC Aff i l iat ion – Credibi l i ty                       
 
 

One intangible benefit ValueVision has gained from the NBC partnership is credibility.  By purchasing the 
license to use the NBC name and logo, ShopNBC is in effect borrowing the status of a national brand from a 
broadcasting icon.  The NBC brand infuses an image of strength and longevity to ValueVision.  The credibility 
of the NBC name conveys trustworthiness, which likely helps to overcome sales resistance among prospective 
home shopping customers.   
 

     
 

       
 
 
The NBC relationship has allowed ValueVision get the faces of NBC news reporters, anchors, and series 
actors and actresses on to ShopNBC broadcasts by airing NBC public service announcements.  In many 
cases, the celebrities who appear in borrowed NBC PSAs would not likely consent otherwise to a ShopNBC 
endorsement appearance. 
 

NBC fulfills their public service announcement quota through an ongoing PSA series called The More You 
Know.  This PSA series covers a variety of topics, such as smoking, domestic abuse, hate crimes, prejudice, 
breast cancer, teacher recruitment, literacy, teen violence, drunk driving, and parental involvement.  



These PSAs always end with a computer generated animation graphic that morphs a shooting starburst into 
the NBC logo, as depicted below – 
 

      
 
Some of the NBC celebrities who have appeared on those PSAs, borrowed by ShopNBC are shown below. 
 
            MSNBC Anchor Brian Williams                    NBC’s Matt Lauer 

    
 
 

NBC Weatherman Al Roker           Law & Order actress Angie Harmon 

    
 
 
While the NBC name may lead to an image of credibility that reduces some sales resistance, it is not likely that 
the NBC association alone would account for the $12 to $6 disparity between ShopNBC and Shop At Home  
per-household sales. 
 
  



   Benefi ts of  NBC Aff i l iat ion – Carr iage Negotiat ing Clout                   
 
 

When NBC made its first investment in ValueVision two years ago, The NBC Cable division took over carriage 
sales for ValueVision.  At that time, ValueVision carriage reached about 25 million homes.  Carriage for 
ShopNBC has since more than doubled, rising to 53 million households in that 2-year span. 
 
How did they do it?  According to NBC Cable president David Zaslav, NBC Cable packaged ShopNBC along 
with long-term contract renewals for CNBC, MSNBC, and the Olympics.   
 
(If Scripps carriage negotiators package Shop At Home along with HGTV, The Food Network, and Fine 
Living, adopting a “take them all or get nothing” approach, and stick to their guns, we could enjoy 
similar benefits.) 
 
Note the surge in carriage after the NBC relationship began, depicted in a ShopNBC investor’s presentation 
graph below. 

 
 
 
There was a price tag for all of this new carriage.  After all, NBC may negotiate it, but ShopNBC has to pay for 
it.  A 2001 3rd Quarter Morgan Stanley research report blamed poor EBITDA performance during that period on 
“higher than expected distribution costs.”   
 
According to ValueVision COO Dick Barnes, the increase in carriage ShopNBC obtained in 2001 was 
responsible for a $28 million jump in distribution expenses…, which led to an overall operating loss of $5.2 
million for that year.   
 
ShopNBC carriage costs are estimated at $1.70 to $1.80 annually per household for satellite carriage and 
$2.40 to $2.50 per household for cable carriage.   



ShopNBC pays more than the Shop At Home average cost of $1.22 per household because ShopNBC buys a 
significantly higher percentage of 24-hour carriage, which is more expensive.  However, ShopNBC’s retail 
sales-per-household is twice ours, due primarily to their greater full-time coverage.  Their higher sales per 
household far outstrips their greater carriage cost. 
 

In press releases and earnings reports, ShopNBC execs refer to a 9 to 12 month time delay between the point 
at which a batch of new household viewers is first acquired, and the point at which that purchased carriage 
batch has “matured” to the extent that they begin generating a typical per household revenue for the network.   
 
This time delay before newly purchased carriage becomes profitable is something we and our Scripps partners 
will need to remain aware of as well. 
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Summer Success and Failure at ShopNBC  
 
 
During the summer of this year, we saw the folks at ShopNBC reach for the stars, touch the sky…and then fall 
flat on their faces. 
 
 

   Summer Success                     
 
 

ShopNBC marked their 1-year anniversary in June with a 4-day “All-Star Weekend Anniversary Sales Event”, 
which offered the concession of Free Shipping.   
 

 
 
 
As a result, ShopNBC broke their prior sales record, posting more than $5 million in orders on each of those 
four days, the 21st through the 24th.   
 
And ShopNBC.com achieved their first day record of more than $1 million in web orders. 



(QVC also offered Free Shipping on their Founders Day Anniversary, and HSN offered 25-Cent Shipping on their 25
th

 
Anniversary.  Competitor networks make these shipping concessions on several special occasions throughout the year.   
In addition, they make shipping charge reductions every day of the year for multiple item orders.   

 
The continuation of these practices year after year after year indicates that the increased sales revenues enjoyed by our 
competitors more than offset any loss of profits from shipping charge reduction or elimination.   

 
A survey was performed last year among households who had acquired special “Interactive TV” service, the majority of whom 
never make a purchase through that medium.  When questioned why, the majority of these subscribers singled out shipping 
charges as the primary reason they favored “brick & mortar” retailers over electronic retailers.)   

 
 
 

   Summer Disaster  at  ShopNBC                     
 
 

 
In spite of setting sales records, ShopNBC also suffered some major setbacks this summer. 
 
For the 2nd Quarter of 2002 ValueVision Media reported net sales of $128.3 million…a figure that would seem 
impressive to us.  However, this performance was far below their previously published guidance projections.   
 
In an August press release, ValueVision Media CEO Gene McCaffery explained – “We were adversely 
impacted in the quarter by unforeseen operational challenges, subsequent to the implementation of a 
company-wide systems conversion”. 
 
Dick Barnes, ValueVision Media’s COO explained in more detail –  
 

“On June 1, we implemented a new front-end ERP system to provide a long-term foundation for our 
future growth, replacing our order entry, inventory, and customer service support systems.   

 
A number of unplanned and unexpected conversion issues led to delays in processing shipments and 
other customer transactions.  This impacted sales…and led to incremental expenses to cover additional 
talk time in our call centers, customer discounts, overtime, and outbound customer communications.  

 
The majority of the implementation problems associated with the systems conversion can be attributed  
to certain aspects of the software not functioning as promised or expected.  We are also looking at 
ways to recover as much of our losses as possible through a number of initiatives.” 

 
CEO McCaffery estimated that ShopNBC’s operational problems were responsible for a loss of at least $10 
million in sales, plus the addition of $2 million in unplanned expenses.   
 
(Those of us who were here at Shop At Home during our implementation of High Touch can nod our heads in 
understanding.) 
 
The prior year of 2001 was also disappointing for ShopNBC.  ValueVision’s $8 million operating profit reported 
in 2000 was followed by an operating loss of $5.2 million in 2001.   
 
According to ValueVision COO Dick Barnes, the 36% jump in costs for initially unprofitable new carriage 
expansion (obtained for them by NBC Cable) was chiefly to blame.    
 
In addition, a look at total gross margins at ShopNBC shows an overall decline over the past 5 years. 
 

1997 – 42.3% Gross Margin 
1998 – 41.8% Gross Margin 
1999 – 38.7% Gross Margin 
2000 – 37.4% Gross Margin 
2001 – 37.2% Gross Margin 
2002 – 37.1% Gross Margin  (based on a Morgan Stanley forecast) 



In Profits Journal, Morgan Stanley analyst Richard Billotti termed ShopNBC as the home shopping network 
with “the greatest upside and risk.”  We have seen a sampling of both in the performance of ValueVision Media 
stock in recent months.  
 

Combine ShopNBC’s failure to implement product diversity with their increased dependence on high-end 
jewelry.  Add the costs of new carriage investment, which could take 6 months to a year before becoming 
profitable.  Then add the screw-ups of new company-wide software.  The result is a decline in ValueVision 
Media’s stock. 
 

ShopNBC used the positive chart below in an investor’s presentation in June.  Note that from December to 
June of this year, ValueVision stock followed a similar peak and valley pattern that almost mirrored the overall 
NASDAQ performance, but did so on the upper plus side of the scale.  Thus, before June, ValueVision could 
claim that ShopNBC defies the gravity of NASDAQ. 

 
 
However, when ValueVision’s fulfillment problems, loss of margin, their failure to diversify, and the costs of all 
the great new carriage NBC obtained for them became evident, their stock began to drop.   
 
That devaluation may have also been fueled by the realization that the NBC relationship has not driven much 
in terms of merchandise sales into ShopNBC, and that the only significant benefits brought to ValueVision 
have been the credibility of NBC’s name, plus NBC’s negotiating clout for carriage acquisition.    
 
The chart below shows the ValueVision stock price decline from June to October. 

               V 

 
 

When all of this is considered, ShopNBC’s higher dollars-per-household performance, relative to ours, must be 
taken with a grain of salt. 
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ShopNBC Partnerships and Vendor Airtime Purchases  
 
 
In 2001, ShopNBC averaged 3 broadcast hours per week sold outright to vendors.  A Morgan Stanley analysis 
estimates that ShopNBC airtime sales to vendors, earn the network a 34% margin between ShopNBC’s airtime 
costs and their re-selling price.  ShopNBC public documents state the network’s intention to continually expand 
airtime sales to bring in a greater share of their overall revenues.   
  
 

   Bass Pro Shops                      
 

 

Seen on ShopNBC in the Fall of 2001, “Bass Pro Shops Outdoor World”, featured outdoor gear, boots, and 
jackets.   

 

        
 

       
 

We have not seen a broadcast since…indicating that the show results were not satisfactory for Bass.  This 
should not come as a surprise, since ShopNBC has not previously invested in broadcast hours to 
build an audience for products other than jewelry and electronics. 
 

 



   AOL.com                      
 
 

In May of this year, ShopNBC and AOL implemented a cooperative agreement in which a ShopNBC.com link 
will appear on the Shop@AOL page, as shown below right.   (Also note that a link to QVC.com is there as well.) 

   

 
 

 
 
Note that the Shop@AOL page has an AOL Today’s Special positioned at the top center.  On a rotating basis, 
that AOL featured item will periodically be a selection from ShopNBC. 
 
Conversely, ShopNBC will promote AOL Internet service subscription during its computer shows, and will 
create a new show later this year, titled “The AOL Shopping Hour”, in which the wares of various other AOL 
merchants will be sold on air.   
 
(The AOL Shopping Hour may resemble a similar cooperative broadcast venture we saw last year between 
ShopNBC and Yahoo!.com…which apparently failed.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   The Yahoo! Shopping Hour                      
 
 

 
If the AOL Shopping Hour in fact goes on the air as promised, it may resemble “The Yahoo! Shopping Hour”, 
which was announced in May of 2001, with high hopes.  This Yahoo! vendor compilation show was seen in 
ShopNBC broadcasts during November and December of last year.   
 
Web site ads on Yahoo! and ShopNBC.com promoted the shows. 
 

 

 
 
 
The Yahoo! Shopping Hour was a category compilation show, featuring electronics, candy, and candles, 
movies on DVD, and floral arrangements, plus commercials that promoted the Yahoo! Web site.   
 

   Click the link at left to view a video of “The Yahoo! Shopping Hour”.  
 



 

          The host from Yahoo joined a VAIO rep         A studio guest from FTD helped present 
      and a ShopNBC host to pitch the VAIO laptop.                a holiday poinsettia. 
 

        
 
 
 
The broadcast was also carried as streaming video on the ShoppingVision section of the Yahoo site.   
 
The intent was to match a ShopNBC web depiction of the item being broadcast on the right side of the Yahoo! 
screen, to coincide with the ShopNBC video.   
 
However, on some of these broadcasts, the ShopNBC web link continually only showed the same necklace 
throughout the show (seen below), which wasn’t even part of the broadcast. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
We have not seen The Yahoo! Shopping Hour repeated at all this year…which leads us to believe that one or 
both parties did not consider it a success. 
 
 
 
 



   The IBM Show                      
 
 

The IBM Show is another example of ShopNBC airtime sales.  (Note that the 800 number posted on-screen is 
not the ShopNBC number, but instead leads to an IBM call center). 
 

          
 

After a few airings earlier this year, we have not seen The IBM Show since...which may indicate that IBM was 
not sufficiently impressed by their results. 
  
 

   Home Living with Rebecca Kol ls                      
 
 

Due to its repeated presence on ShopNBC, Home Living with Rebecca Kolls is apparently successful.  Since 
March of this year, Kolls has appeared as a vendor rep and show co-host on ShopNBC.  Actually, Rebecca 
Kolls has managed to maintain a presence across four networks.   
 

She is perhaps best known as the host of  Rebecca’s Garden, a weekend gardening show from NBC 
Enterprises sold in national syndication…a show seen on our Scripps sister network HGTV (Maybe we can work 

something out).   Kolls also appears on ABC as a Home & Garden segment reporter for Good Morning America 
where she also occasionally fills in as the weather reporter.   
 

              
 

 
 
 
 



   BOSE                      
 
 

The BOSE Hour is another vendor airtime purchase show with an apparent success evidenced by ongoing 
repetition over the last 12 months. 
 

         
 

   Click the link at left to view video of “The BOSE Hour” on ShopNBC.  
 

____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
P.S. – About six months after BOSE began buying airtime on ShopNBC, The BOSE Hour began to appear on 
QVC as well…most likely under the common vendor-to-retailer product sales arrangement. 
 

 

   Click the link at left to view video of “The BOSE Hour” on QVC.  
 



 

   Geval ia                      
 
 

Not all ShopNBC airtime sales are offered in 1-hour blocks.  Gevalia coffees are offered in 5-minute purchased 
segments, which are inserted in an extended show break, usually at the top of the hour.   
 
Their multi-flavored coffees are offered with a coffeemaker and carafe as part of a coffee continuity transaction. 
 

        
 
 
The ongoing repetition of these 5-minute spots on ShopNBC indicates that response to the Gevalia call center 
has been sufficient to justify continuation. 
 
In addition, since these Gevalia presentations have been couched within segments titled “ 5-Minute Favorites”, 
it is apparent that ShopNBC is attempting to sell these segments to other vendors within the same spot format. 
 

 

   Click the link at left to view a 5-minute Gevalia spot on ShopNBC.  
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ShopNBC Jewelry Prices and ValuePay  
 
 
We collected a sampling of ShopNBC jewelry prices and the usage of their stretch-pay option, which they call 
ValuePay.    
 
Our 7-day sample period of October 1st through October 7th included 23 different jewelry show titles, 
representing ShopNBC’s various jewelry subcategories, including gemstone jewelry, gold jewelry, silver 
jewelry, watches, coin jewelry, and diamond jewelry.   
 
Of course, since ShopNBC occupies approximately 75% of their schedule with jewelry shows, these shows 
occupied multiple hours throughout the week.  We sampled just one hour from each of these show titles.   
 

(If you wish to see the ShopNBC jewelry price and payment sample list, click HERE.) 

 
From these price and ValuePay samples, we can see some general trends in ShopNBC practices.  These 
overall patterns are not absolute.  You can find exceptions to each of these norms.  But they hold true for a 
majority of the time. 
 
Price and Payment Averages 
 

• The average price point for ShopNBC jewelry is approximately $408. 
 

• The average ValuePayment for ShopNBC jewelry is approximately $174 each. 
 
Statements made by ShopNBC management earlier this year claimed an average price point of $150 to $200.   
 
Obviously, our 23 show / 7-day broadcast sample (which included sale and clearance items) severely 
contradicts such claims.  In addition, the other primary product category on ShopNBC… Electronics, would 
drive the average product price point even higher, when combined with Jewelry items. 
 
It is possible that ShopNBC may be reporting an average price point that includes items on the web that are 
never broadcast…such as lower-priced jewelry, plus FanBuzz.com sport team logo apparel (a ShopNBC 

acquisition), and NBC show apparel.   
 
Their published price point average of $150 to $200 may also include merchandise sold at their inventory 
liquidation outlet in suburban Minneapolis.  
 
 

Patterns in Price Broadcast Order 
 
Keeping in mind that there are exceptions to most every rule…we frequently see a pattern in the order in which 
the spectrum of jewelry prices are shown in ShopNBC shows. 
 
In many cases, ShopNBC shows lead off with items in their lower price range, build up to higher prices, drop 
back down to a lower priced items, then build up again to a price peak near the end of the show.   
 
We could describe it as an alternating and ascending peak & valley pattern.  



In the graph samples of three ShopNBC jewelry shows below, we see the patterns of the order in which jewelry 
items are presented, charted by price. 

 
 

 
 

 



ValuePay Patterns 
 

• For jewelry priced at less than $100, ValuePayments are generally not offered. 
 
• With rare exceptions, everything priced above $100 is offered with ValuePay. 

 
• Jewelry items priced from $100 to $200 are generally broken out into 2 ValuePayments. 

 
• Jewelry priced at $200 and up is usually offered with 3 ValuePayments. 

 
The option of splitting a purchase price into 4 or 5 ValuePayments is rarely offered…even on jewelry items 
priced at $1,000 to $2,000+. 
 
 
$99 Gets It Home 
 

We have recently seen ShopNBC promoting the occasional use of a new ValuePay option for some of their 
jewelry items priced at $500 and up.  This option is called “$99 Gets It Home”.   
 

For example – A $699 jewelry piece can be ordered and shipped based on a first time charge of $99.  Then, in 
the following 4 months, 4 additional ValuePayment charges of $200.44 are made on the customer’s credit 
card.   Two broadcast samples of “99 Gets It Home” items are shown below. 
 

         
 
 
The Effects of Price and ValuePay on Returns 
 

According to a Morgan Stanley analysis, ShopNBC carries a consistent average return rate of 30-31%, 
combining all categories. 
 

In contrast, the return rate at Shop At Home usually averages around 18%, combining all categories. 
 

Our Shop At Home Business Intelligence Manager Richard Moulton performed a comprehensive statistical 
analysis of the correlation between price and stretch payment amounts and their effects on returns and stretch 
payment defaults among our orders over a six-month period. 
 

The Effect of Price on Return Rates 
 

• The return rate rises beyond 20% on items priced above $200. 
 

• The return rate rises beyond 30% on items priced above $300. 
 

• Return rates spike dramatically to 55% on items priced above $600  (with the exception of Computers) 



The Effect of Stretch-Pay on Default and Return Rates 
 

• Returns make their most significant increases on items with stretch payments above $99. 
 

• Credit payment Defaults make their most significant increases on stretch payments above $99. 
 
In April of 2001 Shop At Home experienced a return rate of 28% on stretch-pay items and 21% on non-stretch-
pay items.   
 
When firm policies to control prices and stretch payments were enforced, our return rates for stretch-pay items 
dropped to 18%, and return rates for non-stretch-pay items dropped to 17% in June of 2001. 
 
An analysis we performed on a QVC 24-hour product sampling last year discovered an average price point of 
$57.95 and a median price point of less than $45.  We discovered that QVC offered the EasyPay option on 
only 10% of their items shown, with EasyPay amounts averaging less than $50. 
 
In the HSN sample, we discovered that HSN offered FlexPay on 40% of their items shown, with FlexPayments 
averaging between $40 and $60.  
 
In contrast, ShopNBC offers ValuePay on almost 100% of their inventory.  ShopNBC’s average price point of 
$408.14, and their average ValuePayment of $174.20 practically invite defaults, and beg for returns. 
 
 
The Dollar Impact of Returns 
 
As mentioned previously, ShopNBC reports an annual gross sales-to-carriage ratio of $12 per household… 
twice our $6 per household performance. 
 
However, when looking at ShopNBC’s bottom line, we must consider the impact of their relatively high return 
rate on operating costs.  With a 31% return rate, ShopNBC’s expenses are increased.   
 
More CSR’s are needed to handle customer calls, dealing with return procedures.  More money is paid out to 
cover the costs of return shipping for those customers who insist on it.  More employees are needed on the 
receiving docks and in the warehouses to re-stock returned merchandise.    
 
And when the quantity of returned merchandise for a given SKU is too small to incorporate it again into an 
upcoming show, ShopNBC must mark it down and send it down to their retail clearance outlet in suburban 
Minneapolis (losing margin). 
 
 
 
Short-Sighted Thinking 
 
Shortsighted thinking can lead category managers, producers, and hosts to pick, and price, and present items 
on larger multi-payments to generate impressive sales numbers that they can boast of on the following 
day…with no regard to stuck sales.   
 
High prices and split payments deliver gross sales that sound good in a weekly staff meeting, and look good on 
a press release.   
 
But when the time comes to distribute an earnings report at the end of a quarter, with payment defaults and 
returns subtracted out, stuck sales are all that matter. 
  



 

According to ShopNBC’s own pie-chart depiction, they have only captured 8.1% of the home shopping market.   
 

 
 
Their sales revenue ratio of $12-per-household pales by comparison to QVC’s $50-per-household, and HSN’s 
$25-per-household.   
 
Their excessive use of ValuePay, and their high average price and high average ValuePayments bear much of 
the blame for their relative shortcomings, in comparison to our other two competitors.  
 

QVC and HSN have set the “gold standard” of price and payment structures for home shopping success 
through stuck sales.   
 
 

Why Has ShopNBC Chosen Their Price and Payment Structure? 
 
ShopNBC’s decisions are likely influenced by their relative carriage size. 
 
In spite of defaults, and returns, and the costs of collections, the costs associated with handling returns, and 
the problem of how to get rid of returned merchandise…ShopNBC management feels that they have no 
choice. 
 
In spite of similar margins, QVC and HSN make less money than ShopNBC per order, because their price 
points are significantly lower.   
 
However, QVC and HSN come out far ahead of ShopNBC because these networks acquire more orders per 
household over a given year, thereby earning 2 to 4 times more dollars per household than ShopNBC on an 
annual basis.   
 
QVC and HSN customers are likely to place orders more frequently, simply because of lower price points.  
 
In addition, while ShopNBC has a greater percentage of 24-hour households in their carriage than we do, QVC 
and HSN have an even greater percentage (virtually 100%) of their carriage devoted to 24 / 7 access. 
 
ShopNBC management may feel that they have no choice but to sell high-priced jewelry to fewer people at this 
point in the evolution of their carriage.  If ShopNBC’s carriage approaches more closely to QVC and HSN, and 
if it reaches a similar percentage of the 24-hour coverage enjoyed by its larger competitors, ShopNBC may 
shift to the QVC and HSN high volume / lower price approach. 
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ShopNBC Jewelry Selections  
 
 
 
In a March interview in National Jeweler magazine, ShopNBC Sr. V.P. Steven Goldsmith listed the sub-
categories in ShopNBC’s jewelry product mix – “It’s mostly precious gems, semiprecious gems, 14-karat, 18, 
21, and 24 karat gold, watches with gems, and sterling silver with gems.”   
 
In the past, ShopNBC has placed a major emphasis on 18-karat gold, selling more than $30 million per year in 
18-karat, and becoming, according to Goldsmith, “the largest 18-karat gold retailer in the world”.   
 
He forecasts that ShopNBC will now focus on further building their gemstone jewelry category. 
 

Goldsmith places “the lion’s share” of ShopNBC jewelry in a price range between $50 and $1,000.  He pointed 
out one unusual exception…a single 25-carat ruby and diamond necklace that sold last year for $100,000.00. 
 

 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
In a separate segment, we already studied ShopNBC’s price and payment practices for jewelry.   
 
Therefore, we will focus in this segment on the ShopNBC jewelry pieces specifically, looking for general 
patterns in design, as well as size and quantity of stones.   
 
 

After looking at any 1-month broadcast sample of ShopNBC jewelry inventory, some might say that – 
 

• Overall, the jewelry selected by ShopNBC has a significantly different look from the selections seen on 
every other shopping network. 

   
 

• ShopNBC has perfected the skills required to turn a silk purse into a sow’s ear.  With real gold, real 
gems, and real diamonds (plus some Moissanite) ShopNBC has often managed to duplicate the look of 
cheap costume jewelry. 

 
 

• ShopNBC jewelry colors and designs could be described as: 
 

- Garish  - Ostentatious   - Strangely shaped  - Gaudy  
 - Tacky  - Overdone   - Lower class   - Tasteless 

 
 

• ShopNBC Gemstones and Moissanite stones are so excessively large, they have a tendency to look 
fake. 

 
 

• Regardless of stone type, when smaller stones are used on a jewelry piece, they are used in an 
excessively high quantity, in comparison to what we see on other networks..  

 

 
 
 
 
 



Screen shots of some of ShopNBC’s jewelry choices are shown below.  
 
 

     
 
 

     
 
 

     
 
 



     
 
 

     
 
 

     
 
 
The style and configuration of these pieces are not characteristic of what many would expect to see worn by 
the wealthy upper class.  And the blanket offer of ValuePay isn’t something the wealthy upper class would 
have a burning need for. 



 
Contrast the general styles of jewelry chosen by ShopNBC against the type of jewelry presented by QVC. 
QVC jewelry has a general tendency to be more classic, understated, and petite.  Some typical QVC jewelry 
samples are shown below.  
 

          
 

         
 
 
It could be that through their selection of high-priced overdone designs, offered on payments, ShopNBC is 
attracting a narrow niche of the population…the faux-wealthy, or aspirational wealthy.   
 
These customers who are barely within arm’s reach of wealth, may be drawn to the types of jewelry with 
design excesses, which they perceive would serve as “neon sign advertisements” of wealth. 
  
In public documents, ShopNBC describes the demographics profile of their viewers, and the viewers of home 
shopping TV in general, as – 
 
* Mostly women   * Age 35 to 55   * Median Income of $60,000 

 
* Married    * Home Owners   * 1 to 3 people per household 
  
* College Education   * Use multiple credit cards  * 52% have Computer / Internet 
 
 
(However, ShopNBC offers no explanatory language that would document how they arrived at these statistics.  Therefore, we do not 
know whether they stem from a comprehensive demographic analysis of their customer base, or a small random sampling.)   

 



Through second-hand vendor reports, we have learned that ShopNBC often buys their high price range jewelry 
selections in small quantities that are only a fraction of the large quantities of lower-price-range jewelry bought 
by QVC.  We have heard anecdotal reports of ShopNBC’s highest price items only bought in quantities of 
around 30, sold off through presentation within the mix of 2 or 3 shows, and often not re-ordered.  
 
ShopNBC has taken the route of making a higher dollar sale, and targeting a narrow market niche, while QVC 
has opted for an approach that seeks smaller dollar sales, made more frequently throughout the year,  to the 
broadest demographic base possible. 
 
ShopNBC’s approach to jewelry selection targets a narrow demographic niche, and therefore has inherent 
numerical limitations to growth potential.  Those limits are evidenced by the comparison of ShopNBC’s net 
sales per FTE household of $12 annually, to HSN’s $21 per household and QVC’s $40 per household. 
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ShopNBC On-Air Presentation  
 
Can ShopNBC’s superior per-household productivity relative to ours be explained by their broadcast 
presentation? 
 
Once again, ShopNBC is “the odd duck” among our competitors, with a graphics format and host delivery that 
is quite different from what we see on HSN and QVC. 
  
 

   Screen Format and Vela Shots                  
 
 

The traditional L-shaped graphics format, which utilizes the left 1/4th of the screen, plus the bottom 1/6th, has 
become a staple of home shopping channels.  To make a complete break from that format is a major change. 
Along with their name change last year, ShopNBC chose to place logo and text graphics across the bottom 
1/5th of the screen, accompanied by occasional minor graphic additions in the top right corner.   Why?  What 
possible advantage could this format provide? 
 

 



  Possible Advantages of the New ShopNBC Graphics Format   
 

• BIGGER PRODUCT 
 

As evidenced by these ShopNBC screen shots, limiting graphics to the bottom 1/5th of the screen 
enables ShopNBC to shoot closer, larger Vela shots.    
 

 
 

Everything is bigger.  More detail can be shown, helping the customer reach a buying decision more 
easily.  Seniors who have the eyesight difficulty that accompanies age can get a better look at items 
they are interested in.  Jewelry items can appear to be a greater value.   

 
• MORE PRODUCT 

 
A larger image area enables multiple colors available for a particular item to be shown as a group. 
 

 
 



 

• A CINEMATIC RATIO 
 

Another possible reason ShopNBC may have had for moving to this new format, is that it places the 
image in a rectangular shape that more closely corresponds to a “cinema ratio” of height to width.   
 

With the advent of HDTV technology, TV sets with a rectangular cinema ratio screen are becoming the 
norm.  ShopNBC may be preparing for that new norm. 

 
 

• SIMPLICITY 
 

We don’t see an assortment of logos on the ShopNBC screen, as we see on the Shop at Home screen 
– our network logo, plus a different web site logo, plus a show logo.   
 

ShopNBC places only one logo on their screen.  In the lower right hand corner, we see the ShopNBC 
logo, consisting of the NBC peacock, with the words ShopNBC beneath it.   
 

.com is simply placed beneath the ShopNBC logo.   
 

 
 
Choosing to display the web-oriented logo, instead of the network-oriented logo may be significant.  It 
could mean that they are positioning themselves as an Internet company that is also on TV, rather than 
a TV shopping channel that also has a website.  This could be an important distinction. 
 

In addition, ShopNBC has dispensed with displaying a show title logo that remains on-screen 
throughout the program.  In most cases, a show logo only appears briefly at a show’s introduction or at 
a return from a promo break. 
 

Note that the background for almost all ShopNBC vela shots is the same single color gradation.  While 
the lack of variety may hurt their efforts to maintain viewer interest, the simplicity and continuity of this 
approach to handling the background may help to put more focus on the jewelry piece. 
 
 
 



  Disadvantages of the New ShopNBC Graphics Format   
 

• SMALLER TYPE POINT SIZE 
 

Although ShopNBC’s format makes it easier to see product detail, their format also makes it more 
difficult to see price, phone number, and most importantly…item number.  ShopNBC has chosen to use 
smaller type point sizes in order to accommodate the larger images. 
 

• A CROWDED JUMBLE 
 

Even though the ShopNBC format only shows a single logo, and has dispensed with a permanent show 
title, as well as other extraneous information, that bottom banner still looks crowded.  The item number, 
product name, call center phone number, shipping cost, retail price and payment are all placed closely 
together on a single color background. 
 

There is no partitioning…no segmentation by borders or by colors to clearly separate these numbers 
from each other.   

 
• DISAPPOINTMENT AT DELIVERY 
 

Using massive on-screen product images can make each item look more beautiful, more impactful and 
richer than it actually is.  Making a piece of jewelry look so much better than it does in reality can lead 
to customer disappointment when they see it in person, resulting in more returns, and diminished trust 
of the network.  

 
 
 

  Now Looking a Little More Like an L Format   
 
I can’t help but note the evolution that has taken place in ShopNBC screen graphics over the past 12 months.  
You too may have seen the gradual addition in some shows of more and more graphics and text on the left 
hand side of the screen. 
 

 
 
 
 



   ShopNBC Sets                   
 
 

ShopNBC’s dollar per household performance cannot be attributed to their sets.  Their sets and lighting do not 
measure up to the production values established at HSN and QVC.  The quality of what we see on the 
ShopNBC screen could be considered equivalent to, or inferior to our own, especially since we have made 
broadcast signal quality improvements over the last 2 years, and our sets were rebuilt over the last six months. 
 
ShopNBC has no advantage over Shop At Home in this area. 
 

       
 

      
 

 



 

   ShopNBC Host Presentat ion                   
 
 

In the history of infomercials & home shopping TV, we have seen two different vocal styles from show hosts – 
 

• The Mass Audience Vocal Style 
• The 1-on-1 Conversational Vocal Style 

 
Initially, the Mass Audience vocal style was predominant.  This is the voice you would speak with if you were a 
news anchor or reporter, or a politician addressing thousands in a convention center, a preacher delivering a 
sermon, a lawyer delivering a final summary to a jury…or (most commonly) a product demonstrator making a 
product presentation to a group of 30 gathered in front of your booth at a State Fair.  
 
Over the years, this vocal style has all but disappeared from QVC, HSN, and most modern infomercials. 
Today, the 1-on-1 Conversational Vocal style is the new norm. 
 
However, this transition is not complete at ShopNBC, or at Shop At Home.  Both networks have a mix of hosts 
using both styles.  Therefore, in this arena, ShopNBC has no clear advantage over us that could explain their 
higher sales per household.  
 
Some at ShopNBC have revealed an awareness of these industry changes.  In a magazine interview, 
ShopNBC VP Steven Goldsmith summarized the evolution of home shopping -- “You think of how home 
shopping was done 10 or 15 years ago…pushing, pushing, ‘seconds to go!’ and all that.  That really is 
temporary satisfaction, because it makes the sale, but half of the merchandise is going to come back.”  
 

Goldsmith explained that ShopNBC is instead trying to take the approach of educating the customer on the 
specifications of their jewelry pieces, including carat weight, a stone’s cut, the gram weight of the gold or silver, 
etc. 
 
 

The “State Fair Product Demo” 
 

Some ShopNBC hosts are still stuck in the Mass Audience vocal style, such as Charice Bakke, shown below 
left.  
 

        
 

   Click the link at left to view a 40-second sample of Charice’s delivery. 
 
 
 



The “Exclamation” 
 
There is one particular positive common practice that you hear among ShopNBC hosts… a style that isn’t 
heard often on other shopping networks.  I call this presentation habit “the exclamation”.   
 
On ShopNBC, we commonly hear “Oooohhhhs” and “Aaaahhhs”, and “Whoa!” and “Oh my gosh”, plus amazed 
gasps, or laughter, or open-mouth speechlessness over the supposed beauty of a jewelry piece, or the depth 
of a price drop. 
 

As industry insiders, we know that these ShopNBC hosts are not really as impressed by their products and 
prices as they appear to be.  But more often than not, they make their amazement sound genuine.   
 
This extra tool in their delivery can be effective, but they need to be careful of overusing it on every single 
jewelry piece in a show, which can hurt their credibility. 
    

   Click the link at left to view a 2-minute assortment of “exclamations” from ShopNBC hosts.  
 
 
 
 

The Whisper 
 
Some ShopNBC hosts have embraced the 1-on-1 Conversational vocal style, taking it even further than we 
see among hosts on QVC and HSN, by sprinkling segments throughout their presentation in which they 
whisper.   

 
 

 
These hosts are fully aware of their microphones, and know that they do not need to project their voices as if 
they were in an auditorium.  And they are apparently aware of the saying -- “If you really want someone’s 
attention…whisper.”  
 

   Click the link at left to view a 45-second sample of using whispers in a ShopNBC presentation.   
 
 
 
 
 



ShopNBC Jewelry Show Samples 
 
For more thorough study of the good and not-so-good aspects of ShopNBC jewelry shows, we have collected 
three 1-hour ShopNBC show videos, for your review. 
 

     
 

   Click the link at left to view a Moissanite Jewelry Show on ShopNBC. 
 

   Click the link at left to view a Duneier of New York Jewelry Show on ShopNBC. 
 

   Click the link at left to view a Gem Clearance Jewelry Show on ShopNBC. 
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The ShopNBC Web Site  
 
 
ShopNBC’s Steven Goldsmith pointed out the impact of the ShopNBC web site on jewelry sales –  
 
“Our online business continues to grow, and it’s growing at a greater rate than our other guides.  This year, 
we’re going to do something like $550 million as a company, $90 million of that online.  That’s actually more 
dollars than HSN does online.”   
 

The ValueVision Media Annual Report for 2001 put a spotlight on the performance of ShopNBC.com, which 
ended that year with $62 million in web sales, up 121% over the year prior.   
 



Responsible for 13.5% of ShopNBC’s total sales, the web site boasted a 1.8 second download time, and more 
than one million user sessions monthly, averaging 20 minutes each.   
 

 
 
 
 

The graph below shows a dramatic holiday upsurge in the 4th quarter of 2000.  Surprisingly, that sales increase 
stayed at the same consistent level in the first 3 quarters of 2001, spiking up again in the 4th quarter. Then, the 
January to March 2002 quarter surpassed the prior Christmas-buying quarter. 
 

 



It also appears that the aftereffects of the general wave of dot-com failures two years ago are long faded in 
other sectors of the direct response TV industry as well (infomercials and brief product spots).   
 
In the October issue of Response magazine, Bob Greenstone, of Permission Interactive commented – “The 
Internet will become an ever increasing share of total DRTV and catalog business.  Within 5 years, up to 50% 
of all orders for catalog and DRTV sales will come in through the Internet.” 
 

David Savage of American Telecast added – “Some of our agency clients report that significant 
percentages…up to 30% of their overall DR sales, come from the Web.”  
 
A portion of the dollars-per-household advantage that ShopNBC holds over Shop At Home may be attributed 
to an apparently greater emphasis on the web portion of their business, from top management, down to 
Category Managers and Buyers.    
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ShopNBC Carriage  
 
Shop at Home and ShopNBC have identical FTE numbers. 
 

In addition Shop At Home would seem to have an advantage by reaching a significantly greater number of 
Total Net Households – 69.3 million Total Households for Shop At Home… 

    vs. 53.1 million Total Subscribers for ShopNBC. 
 

However, out of those disparate totals that seem to favor us – 

Shop NBC has a significantly greater number of Full-Time 24-Hour Subscribers, approx. 40 million 
compared to approximately 30 million 20+Hour Households reached by Shop At Home. 

 

With similar carriage size, ShopNBC has chosen to buy full time coverage for 10 million more households than 
Shop At Home.  
 
 

   Ful l -Time Carr iage Favored Over Part-Time Carr iage                      
 

 
The impact of this 10 million Full-Time Household advantage is seen more forcefully when rendered as a 
percentage, whether as a percentage of Total Households, or as a percentage of FTE’s. 
 

Figuring Full-Time Households as a percentage of Total Households –  
 

• 43% of Shop At Home Total Households have 20+ hour a day coverage. 
• 75% of ShopNBC Total Subscribers have 24 hour / 7 days a week coverage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The difference between our carriage profiles can also be figured by full-time carriage as a percentage of FTEs.  
ShopNBC reports 46.6 million FTEs, the same as our 46.6 million FTEs.   
 

Therefore, ShopNBC’s 40 million Full-Time Households comprise 85% of their FTEs… 
while Shop At Home’s 30 million Full-Time Households comprise 64% of our FTEs, as shown below. 
 

                        
 

          

         

 
With fewer total homes reached, ShopNBC manages to obtain twice as many dollars-per-household as Shop 
At Home because they have opted to devote more of their media budget toward the purchase of more 24 hour 
carriage.   
 

Although our total household carriage seems superior, and although their Full-Time Equivalents are identical to 
ours, ShopNBC has apparently come to the following conclusion –  
 

The only thing that’s really equivalent to a Full-Time Household is a Full-Time Household. 
 

ShopNBC has apparently chosen to sacrifice part-time presence in a greater number of 
markets, in favor of full-time presence in a smaller number of markets. 

 

When TV viewers turn to the channel for ABC, they expect to see ABC, all the time.  That is the expectation 
people have come to associate with the word “Network”.   
 

If a home shopping broadcast is only on for a few hours, now and then, here and there, it is more likely to be 
perceived as an infomercial, rather than a true network.  To most people, “Network” means 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week. 
 

Always being there, on the same channel, every day builds a sense of credibility.  If we are always there in 
broadcast, people are more likely to trust that we will always be there for customer service, after the sale.   
 

Always being there makes the prospective customer feel more secure that she will not get burned by a little-
league fly-by-night kind of operation.  Disappearing off the air after a few hours tends to undercut trust. 
 

We frequently hear on-air callers on QVC and HSN who feel as if their hosts are their personal friends.  These 
callers represent the large share of our competitor’s viewers who turn their TV’s to home shopping, and leave 
the TV on those channels for most of the day.  They say things to the host such as – 
 

 “I enjoy your companionship every day.”  
 “I feel like you’re my household friend.”   
“You keep me company at home all the time.” 



The viewers who are not sitting down to watch competitor shows in their entirety take comfort in the 
background noise that the host’s conversation provides.  While doing other things, these viewer’s ears perk up 
when they hear the host talking about a product they might be interested in.  So they sit down, watch the 
presentation, and many of them buy. 
 

(This is part of the reason why QVC and HSN hosts have adopted the new style of conversational vocal 
tones…the voice you use when talking to one person, rather than the voice you use when addressing a mass 
audience.   
 

If you go to visit a friend and sit and join her in her den or breakfast room, do you speak with the voice of a news 
anchor, or reporter?  Do you use the voice of a spokeperson making a product pitch at the State Fair, or a local 
Home & Garden show? Or do you use your normal 1-on-1 conversational voice?)  

 

The bottom line is this – 
If a home shopping broadcast isn’t always there, it cannot fulfill that need for background companionship for 
those viewers who are eventually tempted, and call to make a purchase.   
 

We have heard the saying that goes something like – 
 

“Half of success comes from just showing up”. 
 

24 / 7 coverage equals greater customer access to an electronic retailer.    
 

It’s all about access.  If a given store in a shopping mall is only open a few hours a day, while a comparable 
store in that mall is open all day, and all evening until closing, which store will do more business? 
 
It is likely that ShopNBC is more successful than we are in dollars per-household because they 
“show up” for 24 hours a day in more markets than we do. 
 
 
 
 
 

   Cable Households Now Favored Over Satel l i te  Households               
 

 
 
In the second half of 2000, a year prior to the ShopNBC re-branding, ValueVision sales per FTE experienced a 
drop, which Morgan Stanley attributed to an increase in ValueVision’s DBS satellite subscribers.   
 
Their analysis stated – “Satellite households are about half as productive as cable households, causing 
average sales per mature FTE to deteriorate as DBS satellite additions grow.” 
 

Apparently, ShopNBC got the message.  Their earnings report for the 2nd quarter of 2002 showed that cable 
households now comprise 65% of their carriage, and satellite households comprise 35%.   
(We have the same percentage split between Cable and Satellite carriage at Shop At Home.) 
 

That earnings report also showed ShopNBC’s cable subscriber growth at twice the rate of their satellite 
subscriber growth.  In several public documents from ShopNBC, their forecasts for the remainder of this year 
and next year promise a continued and increasing favoritism toward cable households.   
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Summary and Conclusions  
 
ShopNBC is “the odd duck” among our competitors.  They have little in common with QVC and HSN.   
They have little for us to emulate.   
 

   The NBC Relat ionship                      
 

 
• ValueVision’s purchase of licensing to use the NBC name has brought them increased image 

credibility.  However, as ShopNBC, they have gained precious little in broadcast promotion on the NBC 
network. 

 

• Just as Comcast and USA Networks have served as “big brothers” to QVC and HSN, powerful partners 
in negotiation for carriage, NBC Cable has likewise fulfilled their promise to use their leverage to 
successfully increase ShopNBC’s national broadcast presence.  Scripps can provide us with a similar 
negotiating advantage. 

 
 

   ShopNBC Partnerships and Airt ime Sales                      
 

 
• While ShopNBC can be commended for thinking outside the box with regard to airtime sales to vendors 

like BOSE and Gevalia Coffee, the presence of segments like these is miniscule…accounting for only 
one to three hours per week on average.  

 
 

   The ShopNBC Product Mix                      
 

 
• While QVC and HSN’s product mixes are virtually identical to one another, ShopNBC continually 

broadcasts a lopsided merchandise mix that is drastically different than what is seen on any other home 
shopping network.  

 

ValueVision has had a year to live up to the new ShopNBC tag line – “The Evolution of Shopping.”  
However, instead of evolving forward, that network has devolved backward.  Instead of moving toward 
the product diversity they promised last year, ShopNBC has in fact become more dependent on the 
Jewelry category, increasing the Jewelry portion of their business from 66% up to 75%. 

 

• Although ShopNBC’s dollars-per-household figure is twice ours, HSN and QVC outperform ShopNBC 
two and four times over, with their diversified product mixes.  

  

• When new product category shows have typically failed to become profitable after a few airings, 
management has fearfully pulled the plug on new categories prematurely…before these new categories 
had a chance to become established.  ShopNBC needs additional profit centers,  But they are unwilling 
to bear the pain of the large block of unprofitable broadcast hours required to launch them. 

 

• ShopNBC’s failure to diversify has now become apparent to the investment community.  Their stock 
performance, which previously defied the gravity of the overall market, is now in decline.  August 2001 
reports from Gruntal & Co. and US Bancorp Piper Jaffray both singled out the same primary obstacle to 
ShopNBC’s net revenue growth – A “dependence on high-end jewelry”. 

 



 

   ShopNBC Pricing and Payments                     
 

 
• ShopNBC’s higher prices (average $408) provide them with more dollars per order.  Yet, with lower 

prices, QVC and HSN surpass ShopNBC’s dollars-per-household performance 2 to 4 times over by 
attracting more orders per household annually. 

  

• ShopNBC’s higher price points and excessive use of ValuePay inherently create a higher default rate 
and a higher 31% return rate, which reduces their advantage over Shop At Home in stuck sales, and 
increases overhead expenses on their shipping docks, warehouses, and their Customer Service center 
(and devalues the returned merchandise, which must then be liquidated).  

 
 

   ShopNBC Jewelry Select ions                    
 

 
• The jewelry selections seen on ShopNBC are significantly different from the jewelry presented on QVC 

and  HSN. 
 

• The gemstones, diamonds, and cubic zirconia stones used on ShopNBC jewelry are often larger than 
what we see on the jewelry of every other network…and these stones are mounted in a greater quantity 
per jewelry piece. 

 

• General descriptions of much of the ShopNBC jewelry inventory could include terms like –  
Over the Top, Gaudy, Weird, Ostentatious, Tacky, Loud, Lower-Class, Garish, and Tasteless…perhaps 
appealing to the near-wealthy who may generally equate overstatement with the status of wealth.  

 
 

 

   ShopNBC On-Air  Presentat ion                    
 

 
• Overall, ShopNBC production values, sets, and product presentation could be considered equivalent or 

inferior to our own. 
 
• While QVC and HSN hosts have abandoned mass-audience vocal styles in favor of a 1-on-1 

conversational style, we find a mixture of both styles among ShopNBC hosts (and our own).   
Once again, ShopNBC has no advantage over Shop At Home. 

 
 
 

   Carr iage                     
 

 
• ShopNBC has borne the increased costs of the new carriage delivered to them by NBC, knowing that it 

could take 6 to 12 months before those new households deliver a return on investment. 
 

• ShopNBC’s cable households are more than twice as productive as their satellite households, annually 
earning $17.00 versus $8.00 respectively. 

 

• Through their budget allotment, ShopNBC’s carriage is more heavily weighted toward full-time carriage 
than what we see in Shop At Home’s carriage.  ShopNBC reaches 10 million more full-time homes than 
Shop At Home.  24 / 7 households comprise 85% of ShopNBC’s FTEs, versus 64% of Shop At Home 
FTE’s. 

 
 



Conclusions 
 

 
 

ShopNBC’s decision to buy more expensive full-time coverage in fewer markets, rather 
than buy less expensive part-time coverage in a greater number of markets is likely the 
key factor responsible for their superior performance to Shop At Home in a measure of 
annual dollars-per-household. 
 

Their favoritism toward full-time carriage is the only significant characteristic that 
ShopNBC shares in common with the clear leaders in home shopping TV…QVC and 
HSN.  

 
 
In spite of overpriced jewelry…tackier jewelry…higher returns…more accounts 
receivable left outstanding…equivalent or inferior studio sets and host presentation… 
declining margins…and less product diversity ---- 

 

ShopNBC still manages to outperform Shop At Home, primarily because they devote a 
higher percentage of their carriage budget to the purchase of more 24 / 7 coverage in 
fewer markets.  

 
 

This is probably the one and only ShopNBC characteristic we should emulate at  
Shop At Home.   

 
 
 

 

 
 
 


